Abstract: Four algorithms determining all functional square roots (half iterates) and seven algorithms finding one functional square root of any function f : X → X defined on a finite set X, if these square roots exist, are presented herein. Time efficiency of these algorithms depending on the complexity of examined functions is compared and justification of correctness is given. Moreover, theorems which make finding half iterates possible in some cases or facilitate this task are formulated.
I. INTRODUCTION
The n-th iterate of a function f : X → X is defined for non-negative integers in the following way:
where id X is the identity function on X and f •g denotes function composition. Fractional iterates (iterative roots of n-th order) are defined as follows: f 1 n is a function g : X → X such that g n = f , for all n ∈ N. In particular a functional square root (half iterate) of f is function g such that g 2 = g • g = f . The literature pertaining to finding functional square roots involves mainly:
• works by Hellmuth Kneser's, who studied the half iterate of the exponential function [3] • Charles Babbage's research from 1815 of the solutions of f f (x) = x over R, so called involutions of the real numbers [4] . For the given function h the solution Ψ of Schröder's equation
where the eigenvalue s = h (a) and h(a) = a enables finding arbitrary functional n-roots [5] [6] [7] . In general, all functional iterates of h are given by h t (x) = Ψ −1 s t Ψ(x) , for t ∈ R. In [8] M. Zdun dealt with the problem of existence and uniqueness of continuous iterative roots of homeomorphisms of the circle. Let S 1 := {z ∈ C : |z| = 1} and F : S 1 → S 1 be a homeomorphism without periodic points. Zdun showed that if the limit set of the orbit {F k (z), k ∈ Z} = S 1 , then F has exactly n iterative roots of n-th order. Otherwise, F either has no iterative roots of n-th order or F has infinitely many iterative roots depending on an arbitrary function.
To determine the functional square roots of functions defined on the finite sets the problem should initially be simplified. Let S(n) denote the set of numbers {1, . . . , n} and V ar(n) denote the set of all functions α : S(n) → S(n), for n ∈ N. Note that for any function f : X → X, where X = {x 1 , . . . , x n } is a finite set, there exists the function α : S(n) → S(n) such that f (x i ) = x α(i) for all i ∈ S(n). Thus only half iterates in V ar(n) need to be considered. In order to find the half iterates of α ∈ V ar(n) all functions β ∈ V ar(n) could be taken into consideration and checked whether β(β(i)) = α(i) for all i ∈ S(n). Unfortunately, such procedure is extremely non-effective. The time of work of such an algorithm is relatively very long, even for n smaller than 10. Therefore, algorithms based upon other ideas have been invented, which can relatively quickly inform us whether there exist functional square roots and, if the roots exist, these algorithms can find them. The time of finding of half iterates is longer than the time of determining if they exist but much shorter than the time of work of the primitive algorithm described previously.
Sometimes it is convenient to represent a function α ∈ V ar(n) as corresponding to α the directed graph G = (V, E) denoted by G(α), such that:
1. V = S(n); 2. e ∈ E iff e = (k, l) and α(k) = l for some k, l ∈ S(n). Standard terminology from the graph theory (see [1, 2] ) is used. If G(α) consists of many components then there is possible further simplification of the problem of finding half iterates of α. It will be proven that there exists a half iterate of α iff 1. for each component in G(α) there exists its square root (see Definition 7) or 2. for each component G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) of G(α) which has no square root there exists another component G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) of G(α) of the same type as G 1 (see Definition 6) such that there exists a square root of the graph being the union of these components -
. For convenience, functions α ∈ V ar(n) with sequences (α(1), . . . , α(n)) or with vectors [α(1), . . . , α(n)] will be identified. For example, consider α = (2, 3, 3) . Then G(α) has the form as in Fig. 1 . Note that α has no functional square root. Suppose that such half iterate β ∈ V ar(3) exists. Then in particular β(1) ∈ S(3). Suppose that β(1) = 1. Then 2 = α(1) = β(1) = 1 -contradiction. Similarly, if β(1) = 2, then 2 = α(1) = β(2), hence 2 = β(2) = α(2) = 3 -contradiction, and if β(1) = 3, then 2 = α(1) = β(3), so β(2) = α(3) = 3, therefore 3 = α(2) = β(3) = 2 -contradiction. It is seen that the assumption of the existence of a functional square root of α results in contradiction.
All algorithms presented have some common procedures. One such common procedure is ppf sr which determines all possible paths for the half iterates of α based on the above reasoning, i.e.
1. the algorithm attributes all pendants (vertices whose degree is 1) of G(α) to the set R; 2. in the next step for each cycle in G(α) the algorithm adds to the R one chosen element belonging to the cycle, if some component of G(α) forms this cycle (see Definition 5 from the next section); 3. Further algorithm checks for all k ∈ R and b ∈ S(n) if the assumption that β is a functional square root of α and β(k) = b does not result in contradiction, as in the previous example. If not, the algorithm creates path (k, β(k), . . . , β m (k)), for some m ∈ S(n). Obviously it must happen that (β i (k), . . . , β m (k)) forms a cycle for some i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}. It may happen that a half iterate does not exist although paths created by the algorithm ppf sr exist for all elements in the set R also created in this algorithm. For example, consider v = (3, 5, 3, 4, 3, 3, 4, 6, 1, 4) . The graph G(v) corresponding to v has the form seen in Fig. 2 . Then ppf sr(v) returns the list of the sets of possible paths for the functional square roots of v:
{ [2, 1, 5, 3, 3] , [2, 6, 5, 3, 3] , [2, 7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [2, 8, 5, 6, 3, 3] , [2, 9, 5, 1, 3, 3] , [2, 10, 5, 4, 3, 4] }, { [7, 4, 4] , [7, 3, 4, 3] , [7, 10, 4, 4] , [7, 1, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 6, 4, 3, 4] }, { [8, 1, 6, 3, 3] , [8, 5, 6, 3, 3] , [8, 2, 6, 5, 3, 3] , [8, 7, 6, 4, 3, 4] , [8, 9, 6, 1, 3, 3] , [8, 10, 6, 4, 3, 4] In the next step using the procedure del L all algorithms presented here remove all paths p such that for all paths q, beginning at some other point, paths p and q cannot be the sequences of the values of the consecutive iterates of some function, meaning there does not exist a function w such that p = [r, w(r), . . . , w m (r)] and q = [s, w(s), . . . , w n (s)] for some r, s ∈ R, r = s, m, n ∈ N and p, q ∈ ppf sr(v). For example, consider the path p := [2, 1, 5, 3, 3] and suppose that for some half iterate w of v holds:
. Then for some path q beginning at 8 the same must happen, meaning q = [8, w(8) , . . . , w m (8)] for some m ∈ N. But we can see that it is impossible. Thus p cannot be path determined by some functional square root of v. After removing such paths the following list is obtained:
{ [2, 7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [2, 10, 5, 4, 3, 4] }, { [7, 3, 4, 3] , [7, 1, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 6, 4, 3, 4] }, { [8, 7, 6, 4, 3, 4] , [8, 10, 6, 4, 3, 4] Now any pair of paths p and q from this list can be determined by some half iterate, but it is impossible to find paths such that each of these paths belong to exactly one set from the above list and all these paths can be determined by some function. Hence a half iterate of v does not exist, since every half iterate is a function. Algorithms presented differ depending on the way they find the collection of paths such that every path from this collection belongs to exactly one set in del L ppf sr(v) and there exists the function w such that every path from this collection is a sequence of the values of the consecutive iterates of w at some point belonging to the set R created in the second step of the algorithm ppf sr. It will be proved that if v, w ∈ V ar(n) for some n ∈ N, then w • w = v iff for every set S ∈ del L ppf sr(v) there exists exactly one path
where len is the length of path p.
II. SPECIAL CASES. THE GRAPH THEORY POINT OF VIEW
In this section the result (Proposition 1) which provides a way of determining whether a function α ∈ V ar(n) is its half iterate is presented. Moreover, Corollaries 11 and 13 enable determining the existence of the half iterate in some cases and Theorem 9 simplifies the problem of finding half iterates of α if the graph corresponding to α contains many cycles. Additionally, Propositions 14 and 17, describing the number of half iterates of constant and identity sequences, are presented.
If the graph G(α) corresponding to a function α has many components, then the problem of finding the half iterates of α can be simplified by the following theorem. Before we formulate this statement we introduce several definitions. Assume that G = (V, E) is a directed graph. Let Z k denote the set {0, . . . , k − 1} for k ∈ N.
We shall identify equivalent cycles.
Remark 4. Ifā = (a 0 , . . . , a k−1 ),b = (b 0 , . . . , b k−1 ) are two cycles in G(α) for some α ∈ V ar(n) and a i = b j for some i, j ∈ Z k thenā andb are equivalent.
Definition 5.
A graph (component of graph) G = (V, E) forms a cycle iff there exists a sequence of all elements of V which is a cycle of length card(V ) in graph G. A function α ∈ V ar(n) forms a cycle (a 0 , . . . , a k ) iff G(α) forms this cycle.
Note any cycles belonging to any component of G(α) are equivalent for any α ∈ V ar(n) and n ∈ N. Definition 6. Two components of the graph G are the same type if they contain the cycles of the same length.
For example, consider the graph seen in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 . Graph including two components of the same type It is seen that two cycles (1, 2, 3) and (6, 7, 8) of this graph have the same length equal to 3. Hence two components containing these cycles are the same type.
Definition 7. The graph G = (V, E ) is a square root of a directed graph G = (V, E) iff 1. out-deg(u)=1 in G and in G for every vertex u ∈ V and 2. if u, v ∈ V are any vertices then (u, v) ∈ E iff there exists vertex w ∈ V such that (u, w) ∈ E and (w, v) ∈ E .
Remark 8. Note that if v ∈ V ar(n) and w ∈ V ar(n) is a half iterate of v then G(w) = S(n), E is a square root of G(v) = S(n), E . Certainly, G(w) satisfies the first condition of definition of a square root, since w is a function. Assume that k, l ∈ S(n) and
Similarly, if v ∈ V ar(n) and G = S(n), E is a square root of G(v) = S(n), E , then G = G(w) for some half iterate of v. It suffices to define w as follows: for any k ∈ S(n) put w(k) := l, where l ∈ S(n) is the only one vertex such that (k, l) ∈ E . Such vertex exists by definition of the square root. Now the theorem can be formulated:
Theorem 9. Let α ∈ V ar(n) for some n ∈ N. Then there exists a half iterate of α iff 1. for each component in G(α) there exists its square root or 2. for each component
has no square root there exists another component
of the same type as G 1 such that there exists a square root of the graph being the union of these components -
Proof. (=⇒)
Assume that β is a half iterate of α and suppose that some component
is either a component of G(α) or union of two components of G(α) of the same type, and for each G i there exists its square root -
. Define β ∈ V ar(n) in the following way:
Then β is a correctly defined function. It will be shown that β 2 = α: Take any k ∈ V . Then there exists exactly one i ∈ S(m) such that k ∈ V i . Since G i is a square root of G i , so there exists exactly one vertex l ∈ V i such that (k, l) ∈ E i . Similarly, there exists exactly one vertex p ∈ V i such that (l, p) ∈ E i . Thus by definition of β, β(k) = l and β(l) = p, hence β 2 (k) = p. On the other hand, by definition of a square root,
Return to the previous example. Note that graph G from Fig. 3 corresponds to the function α = (2, 3, 1, 2, 1, 7, 8, 6, 7, 9). The above theorem can be used to show that there exists a half iterate of α. It can be seen that the second component of the graph has no square root. It is easy to find square roots of G. It suffices to intersperse vertices 10 and 9 with 4 or 5. Hence two square roots of G can be obtained, as seen in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 . The square roots of graph G from Fig. 3 By the form of square roots of G, it is easy to determine the half iterates of α: β 1 = (7, 8, 6, 7, 9, 1, 2, 3, 1, 5) and β 2 = (6, 7, 8, 9, 8, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4) .
How the existence of a half iterate depends on the lengths of cycles formed by any functions will be shown.
Proposition 10. Assume that α ∈ V ar(n), G(α) consists of one component including cycleā := (a 0 , . . . , a k−1 ) of length k and A := {a 0 , . . . , a k−1 }.
1. If there exists half iterate β ∈ V ar(n) of α, then k is odd number and β| A = α (k+1)/2 | A . 2. If β ∈ V ar(n) and α forms the cycleā, then
Proof. Assume that β ∈ V ar(n) and β 2 = α. Define
If α forms the cycleā, then α contains this cycle and by previous reasoning, β = α (n+1)/2 , since here A = S(n) and k = n. On the other hand, if
Corollary 11. If α ∈ V ar(n) contains an odd number of nonequivalent cycles of even lengths, then its half iterate does not exist.
Proof. Consider G(α). By assumption, there must exist some component G of G(α) which contains a cycle c of even length for which there does not exist another component of G(α) of the same type as G . By Proposition 10 and Remark 8, there does not exist a square root of G . By Theorem 9, there does not exist a half iterate of α.
For example, consider α = (2, 3, 4, 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 9). Then G(α) has the form seen in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that G(α) contains two components. One of these components contains one cycle of length 4, the second -one cycle of length 3. Thus α contains one cycle of even length. By Corollary 11, there does not exist a half iterate of α.
Corollary 12. If there exists a half iterate of some α ∈ V ar(n) and α contains a cyclec of even length k, then α contains another (nonequivalent withc) cycle of the same length k.
Proof. A straightforward conclusion from Theorem 9 and Proposition 10.
Corollary 13. If α ∈ V ar(n) contains the cycles of odd lengths which sum to n, then there exists a half iterate of α. Note that α ∈ V ar(17) contains three cycles of length 3, 5 and 9. By Corollary 13, there exists a half iterate of α. Namely, take L := LCM (3, 5, 9) = 45 and β := α (L+1)/2 = = α 23 = (3, 1, 2, 7, 8, 4, 5, 6, 14, 15, 16, 17, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13). Then β 2 = α. The following result enables us to determine ϕ(n) -the number of all half iterates of identity sequences α = (1, . . . , n) for n ∈ N. Proposition 14.
for all n ∈ N, where [x] denotes the greatest integer number smaller or equal to x.
Proof. Let α ∈ V ar(n). Note that the number of all square roots of G(α) which have one pair of connected distinct vertices is equal to n 2 . If we have an edge between two fixed vertices, then other two vertices can be chosen from n − 2 vertices by n−2 2
ways. But if we have fixed distinct vertices v 1 and v 2 and later we will choose distinct vertices v 3 and v 4 then the final result will be the same as if we firstly chose vertices v 3 and v 4 and next vertices v 1 and v 2 . Therefore, the number of all square roots of G(α) which have two pairs of connected distinct vertices is equal to (
. Similarly, the number of all square roots of G(α) which have k pairs of connected distinct vertices is equal to
Moreover, we can have at most [
, since by Proposition 1, G(α) is also its square root.
Lemma 15.
[
Proof. Note that if n is an odd number, then
. Thus the statement is true for odd numbers.
Assume now that n is an even number. Then
Moreover,
Proof. Assume that n ∈ N. Note that
. Therefore, by Proposition 14 and Lemma
It follows from the above corollary that the problem of finding all half iterates of some sequences belongs to the complexity class EXPTIME.
It turns out that there exist sequences from V ar(n) for which the number of its half iterates may be even greater than ϕ(n). Let ψ(n) denote the number of all half iterates of a constant sequence α = (i, . . . , i) of length n for some i ∈ S(n). For a given sequencek = (k 1 , . . . , k m ) and n ∈ N 
For a given n ∈ N and m ∈ S(n − 1) let
Proposition 17. Under the above notations and assumptions it holds:
Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that α = (1, . . . , 1)
n . Note that β is a half iterate of α or equivalently
is a square root of G(α) iff all of the following conditions are satisfied:
or such vertices do not exist (then we admit k i = 0);
If n = 1 or n = 2, then α is it only half iterate, hence ψ(1) = ψ(2) = 1.
Assume now that n ≥ 3. Note that the first of vertices -v 1 -can be chosen by n − 1 ways. There can exist other k 1 vertices satisfying the second condition which can be chosen by n − 2 k 1 ways, where 0 ≤ k 1 ≤ n − 2. The second vertex v 2 can be chosen by n − 2 − k 1 ways and there can exist k 2 others vertices satisfying the second condition, which can be chosen by
ways, where
, and so forth. Note also that if we firstly choose vertex v 1 with k 1 vertices satisfying the second condition and next we choose vertex v 2 with k 2 vertices satisfying the second condition, then we obtain the same configuration as if we firstly chose vertex v 2 with k 2 vertices satisfying the second condition and next vertex v 1 with k 1 vertices satisfying the second condition. Therefore, in order to calculate the number of unique configurations we can assume that
Therefore, in order to obtain the number of all unique configurations we must divide P n,k by R(k). So for a given sequencek = (k 1 , . . . , k m ) ∈ K n,m , we can assume that
possible half iterates of α which have m vertices satisfying condition 1, and k i vertices satisfying conditions 2 and 3 for all i ∈ S(m). Hence for m ∈ S(n − 1) there exist
possible square roots of G(α) which have m vertices satisfying condition 1. Since m ∈ S(n − 1), we obtain thesis.
Remark 18. Values of the function ψ increase very rapidly and more quickly than ϕ. Numerical examples show that for a given n there does not exist α ∈ V ar(n) such that the number of all half iterates of α is greater than ψ(n). The table below presents the first 20 values of functions ϕ and ψ. It is seen from the numerical data from Tab. 1, that 2 n is lower bound for ψ and 2 is upper bound for ψ for n ≥ 5.
III. ALGORITHMS FINDING ALL HALF ITERATES
In this section we deal with algorithms determining all half iterates of any function α ∈ V ar(n) for n ∈ N. In a description of the algorithms below the following notation will be used:
1. |x| denotes the number of elements of set, list, sequence or vector x; 2. [] denotes an empty list or vector; 3. the operator = denotes the equality operator; 4. the operator := denotes the assignment operator; 5. for a given list, sequence or vector v = (v 1 , . . . , v n ) let set(v) := {v 1 , . . . , v n }; 6. ind(a,v) denotes the index of the first appearance of a in vector or list v; in the following algorithms indices are numbered from 1 7. S(n) := {1, . . . , n} for n ∈ N. We will also use the following notions.
is a path and a j = a k for some j < k and cycles c = (b 0 , . . . , b k−1−j ) and (a j , a j+1 , . . . , a k−1 ) are equivalent, then we say that pathp terminates in the cycle c.
III. 1. Auxiliary algorithms
To begin some auxiliary algorithms needed in consecutive algorithms are given. Procedure det_cyc(v) determines all cycles in G(v) and returns the list of them -L. Let k i denote the number of executions of the internal loop in the ith execution of the external loop. Then if the external loop is executed r times, then r i=1 k i + r = n. So time complexity of this algorithm is equal to t 1 +rt 2 +nt 3 +(n−r)t 4 +st 5 , for some time t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , t 4 , t 5 , 1 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ n, where s is number of cases when b ∈ S. Therefore, time complexity of this algorithm is O(n).
Procedure pen(v) determines the set of pendants of G(v) (vertices of G(v) whose degree is 1).
It is a linear time algorithm.
Definition 20. A sequence (a 0 , . . . , a n ) of vertices of G(v) is called a possible path for square roots of G(v) beginning at a k if a 0 = k, (a i , a i+2 ) is an edge of G(v), for all i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2}, a j = a n and (a n−1 , a j+1 ) is an edge of G(v) for some j < n and a s = a t for all s, t < n.
Algorithm ppfsrbp(v,k) determines possible paths for square roots of G(v) beginning at a k. p p f s r b p ( v , k ) S := ∅ ; n := |v| ; f o r b0 from 1 t o n do i n i t i a l i z e v e c t o r w o f l e n g t h n ;
h e n add a~a t t h e end o f L ;
→ S := S ∪ {L} end i f ; end do ; r e t u r n S ; Let k i denote the number of executions of the internal loop 'while' in the ith execution of the external loop, r be the number of cases when the condition b = w[a] is satisfied and
, 0 ≤ r ≤ n and time complexity of this algorithm is equal to t 1 + nt 2 + (K + n)t 3 + Kt 4 + rt 5 for some times t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3 ,t 4 ,t 5 . Hence in the most optimistic case this algorithm is with time complexity O(n) and in the most pessimistic case is O(n 2 ).
Procedure ppfsr(v) determines the list L of possible paths for square roots of G(v). → end do ; r e t u r n L ;
Let m = |Cc| and k = |R|. Then 1 ≤ m, k ≤ n. Note that if m = n, then each cycle is isolated and if m = 1, then the sole cycle is not isolated. Moreover, checking whether the ith cycle w i is isolated lasts (r i + 1)t 1 + t 2 , where t 1 ,t 2 are some times, 2 ≤ |w i | ≤ n + 1 and 0 ≤ r i ≤ n − |w i | + 1 is the number of cases when v[j] / ∈ w i . Commands from the first line of the algorithm are with time complexity O(n). Time complexity of further part of the algorithm is equal to
, where f (n) denotes time complexity of ppf srbp(v, k). Therefore, in the most optimistic case this algorithm is with time complexity O(n) and in the most pessimistic case time complexity is O(n 3 ). Procedure bttssr(p,q) checks whether paths p and q created according to the procedure ppfsr(v) can belong to the same square root of G(v). Let r denote the number of cases when p[i] / ∈ q and v ∈ V ar(N ). Then 0 ≤ r ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n, 2 ≤ m, n ≤ N + 1 and time complexity of this algorithm is equal to t 1 + r · n · t 2 + sgn(m − r)(jt 2 + t 3 ) + t 4 . Therefore, in the most optimistic case time complexity of this algorithm is O(1) and in the most pessimistic case its time complexity is O(N 2 ).
Remark 22. Algorithm bttssr is based on the fact: If a path p of length m, a path q of length n are some paths created
Proof. By procedure apf srbp, i < m and j < n.
, etc. By induction, the assertion is true.
Procedure del(S,T) deletes every path p in a set S (T ) such that bttssr(p, q) is false for every path q in a set T (S). S = ppf srbp(v, k) and T = ppf srbp(v, l) for some k, l ∈ S(N ), where N = |v|. Let S := {u 1 , . . . , u m }, T := {v 1 , . . . , v n }, f (i, j) denote time complexity of bttssr(u i , v j ),
bttssr(u i , v j ) n otherwise and 
, then time complexity of this algorithm is equal to t 1 + n−1 i=1 n j=i+1 f (i, j) + t 2 . So in the most optimistic case its time complexity is O(1) and in the most pessimistic case -O(N 6 ).
Proposition 23. If α, β ∈ V ar(n) for some n ∈ N, then β • β = α iff for each set S ∈ del_L ppf sr(α) there exists exactly one path p ∈ S such that β(p[i]) = p[i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , len}, where len is the length of path p.
Proof. (=⇒) Assume that β is a half iterate of α. Fix any set S ∈ del L ppf sr(α) . Then all paths in S begin with a common element k ∈ R, where R is the set created in the procedure ppf sr(α). Thus S = ppf srbp(α, k). Let m ∈ N be the smallest n ∈ N such that β
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , len}, where len is the length of path p. Moreover, p is only path in S satisfying this condition, since β is a function.
(⇐=) Assume that for each set S ∈ del L ppf sr(v) there exists exactly one path p ∈ S such that β(p[i]) = p[i + 1] for all i ∈ {1, . . . , len}, where len is the length of path p. Fix any l ∈ S(n)
. So β is a half iterate of α, since l was arbitrary.
Procedure mp(L,m) matches up paths belonging to the first m sets from the list L created in the procedure del_L(ppf sr(v)) in such a way that every two different paths belong to the same square root of G(v) for some v ∈ V ar(N ). 
If ∅ ∈ L, then this algorithm is with time complexity O(n), so in the most optimistic case its time complexity is O(1) and in the most pessimistic case -
Hence mp(L, 1) is with time complexity O(max(n, k)), that is, in the most optimistic case its time complexity is O(1) and in the most pessimistic case -
In the most pessimistic case if n = k = t = N and The algorithm above is very efficient, its time complexity is at most O(N ) for α ∈ V ar(N ), but its correctness demands a justification.
Proposition 24. Let p = (p 1 , . . . , p m ) ∈ S, q = (q 1 , . . . , q n ) ∈ T and S, T ∈ del_L(ppf sr(α)) for some sequence α ∈ V ar(N ). Then p and q have a common element iff p m ∈ q or p m−1 ∈ q (alternatively q n ∈ p or q n−1 ∈ p).
Moreover, if p m ∈ q, then p and q contain equivalent cycles iff p j+1 = q i+1 , where i := ind(p m , q) and j := ind(p m , p). If p m−1 ∈ q, then p and q contain equivalent cycles iff p m = q i+1 , where i := ind(p m−1 , q).
Proof. Let i := min{k ∈ S(m) : p k ∈ q}. Then i < m, p i = q j for some j < n and α
The reverse implication is obvious.
Assume now that, p m ∈ q, i := ind(p m , q), j := ind(p m , p), k := ind(q n , q) and p j+1 = q i+1 . Then c 1 = (p j , p j+1 , . . . , p m−1 ) and c 2 = (q k , q k+1 , . . . , q n−1 ) are cycles in G(β) for some β ∈ V ar(N ) such that β • β = α, if such β exists. Note that q i+2 = α(q i ) = α(p j ) = p j+2 , q i+3 = α(q i+1 ) = α(p j+1 ) = p j+3 and so on. Hence q i+l = p j+l for all l < n − i. In particular, q n−2 = p j+n−2−i and q n−1 = p j+n−1−i . Therefore, q k = q n = α(q n−2 ) = α(p j+n−2−i ) = p j+n−i and q k+1 = α(q n−1 ) = α(p j+n−1−i ) = p j+n−i+1 and hence q k+l = p j+n−i+l for all l ≤ i − k. In particular, p m = p j = q i = p j+n−k , thus m − j = n − k and the cycles c 1 and c 2 are equivalent. If p m−1 ∈ q, then proof is analogous to that above. 
f n o t i s t h e n add { v } a t t h e end o f L_o
→ end i f ; end i f e l s e L_o : = [ { v } ] ; ch : = t r u e end i f ; r e t u r n ( L_o , ch ) ; Procedure as_L(L0) groups paths according to their destination cycle and its beginning. Its argument is the result of del_L(ppf sr(α)) for some α ∈ V ar(n). The procedure returns a list of lists L 1 , . . . , L k . Each list L i contains sets S i1 , . . . , S im i . Each of these sets contains paths beginning at the same vertex. Paths belonging to all sets from a given list L i contain paths containing the same cycle. 
f n o t I s t h e n add [ { v } ] a t t h e end o f LL
→ end i f end do end do ; r e t u r n LL ;
|L0| is equal to the number of pendants of α ∈ V ar(n), possibly increased by the number of isolated cycles of α. Hence 1 ≤ |L0| ≤ n. Moreover, 0 ≤ |S| ≤ n for each S ∈ L0. N = |LL| cannot exceed the number of cycles of odd length, possibly increased by the number of pairs of cycles of the same length. Therefore, 1 ≤ N ≤ n + The first argument of the procedure above is a list Ind of n sets, where n is equal to the number of cycles of an α ∈ V ar(N ). For any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} the ith set contains such indices j of list LL := as_L(del_L(ppf sr(α))) that any path from LL[j] has a common element with the ith cycle. So if α contains k cycles of the same length l as the ith cycle, then k · l ≤ N and the ith set from Ind can contain at most (k − 1) · l ≤ N − l elements. For example, if the ith cycle is of the form (1, 2, 3 ) and there exists another cycle of the same length (4, 5, 6) , then each of three cycles (1, 4, 2, 5, 3, 6 ), (1, 5, 2, 6, 3, 4) , (1, 6, 2, 4, 3, 5) can belong to G(β) for a half iterate β of α. 
III. 2. Procedures finding all half iterates
Now it is possible to go to the procedures finding all half iterates. This begins with the simplest procedure sq_roots(v). This procedure is treated as a point of reference and checks whether other procedures return the same results. Procedure sq_roots(v) is very primitive and takes a long time.
n := |v| ; v a r : = Var ( n ) ; S := ∅ ; f o r w i n v a r do i f v = w • w t h e n S := S ∪ {w} end i f end do ; r e t u r n S Time complexity of this algorithm is exponential: n·n n = 2 ln2(n)(n+1) . Procedure sq_roots1(v,opt) has two options, it is based on Proposition 23 and returns the set of all half iterates of v. At first the algorithm creates a list of possible paths for square roots of G(v), according to the procedure ppf sr(v) described in the previous subsection. Next, some of these paths are deleted from this list and a list DP is created according to the algorithm del_L. Assume that v ∈ V ar(n). Then 0 ≤ |Ind| ≤ n m , 1 ≤ m ≤ n, 2 ≤ k ≤ n and by reasoning from the previous subsection, time complexity of this algorithm is at least O(n) and at most O(n m+2 ). Procedure sq_roots2(v) is designed for determining all half iterate of v ∈ V ar(n) if v has many cycles. Otherwise, its use is less profitable than the use of the previous algorithm sq_roots1(v). Firstly, the algorithm initializes set W W := ∅ and determines list LL of possible paths and list Cyc of n_C cycles of v according to the procedures as_L(del_L(ppf sr(v))) and det_cyc(v), respectively, described in the previous subsection. In the next step, if LL does not contain an empty sublist, then a list L_C of n_C sets is created such that for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n_C} the ith set contains such indices j of list LL that any path from LL[j] has a common element with the ith cycle. In order to check whether two paths have a common element it is used function 'as', described in the previous subsection. Next, if list L_C does not contain the empty set, then the set of sequences P _S is created according to the procedure prop_seqs1(L_C, n_C) described in the previous subsection. We shall show that P _S = ∅ is a necessary condition for existence of half iterates of v ∈ V ar(n).
Proposition 25. Let α ∈ V ar(n), c 1 , . . . , c k be all cycles of α and LL := as_L(del_L (ppf sr(α 
for each i ∈ S(k) and let
Then if there exists a half iterate of α, then P S = ∅.
Proof. Assume that a half iterate β of α ∈ V ar(n) exists. Fix any cycle c i = (a 0 , . . . , a li−1 ) of length l i and x ∈ c i . There are two possibilities: either β(x) ∈ c i or β(x) ∈ c j for some j = i such that the cycle c j = (b 0 , . . . , b li−1 ) has the same length as c i . If β(x) ∈ c i , then there exists y ∈ S(n) and l ≥ l i such that q := (y, β(y), . . . , β l (y)) is a path in G(β) terminating in the cycle c i and belonging to L j for some j ∈ S(m), where c i = (a 0 , a r , a 2r mod li , . . . , a (li−1)r mod li ), and r := li+1 2 . If β(x) / ∈ c i , then there exists y ∈ S(n) and l ≥ 2l i such that q := (y, β(y), . . . , β l (y)) is a path in G(β) terminating in the cycle c i,j and q ∈ L j for some j ∈ S(m), where
) and q terminate in equivalent cycles. So for each i ∈ S(k) we can choose a i ∈ Ind i . Now suppose that for some i ∈ S(k) there exists i ∈ S(k) \ {i} such that a i ∈ Ind i and a i = a i . Then for some y, l ∈ S(n) there exists a path r := (y, β(y), . . . , β l (y)) such that r ∈ L a i and set(r) ∩ set(c i ) = ∅, since r and
From the first part of the proof we know that for some z, l ∈ S(n) there exists a path q := (z, β(z), . . . , β l (z)) such that q ∈ L ai and set(q) ∩ set(c i ) = ∅. By reasoning analogous with the proof of Proposition 24 it follows that q and r must terminate in equivalent cycles and it leads to a contradiction, since a i = a i and each cycle from L ai is not equivalent with any cycle in L a i .
Remark 26. Under assumptions and notations from the previous proposition there exist sequences α ∈ V ar(n) for which P S = ∅ and there does not exist a half iterate of α. Consider α = (3, 5, 3, 4, 3, 3, 4, 6, 1, 4) . Then G(α) has two cycles c 1 = (3), c 2 = (4), LL = [[{ [2, 7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [2, 10, 5, 4, 3, 4] }, { [7, 3, 4, 3] , [7, 1, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 5, 4, 3, 4] , [7, 6, 4, 3, 4] 7, 6, 4, 3, 4], [8, 10, 6, 4, 3, 4]},  {[9, 7, 1, 4, 3, 4], [9, 10, 1, 4, 3, 4]},  {[10, 3, 4, 3], [10, 1, 4, 3, 4], [10, 5, 4, 3, 4], [10, 6, 4, 3, 4 ]}]], Ind 1 = Ind 2 = {1}, P S = {(1, 1)} and α has no half iterate. Thus P _S = ∅ is a necessary but insufficient condition for existence of half iterates of α ∈ V ar(n).
If P _S is not the empty set, then for each sequence p_s ∈ P _S set W := ∅ is initialized and for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n_C} if p_s[i] did not appear earlier, then the result of the procedure part_sq_roots(LL[p_s [i] ], W, n), described in the previous subsection, is written down to the set W . If W = ∅ and the first sequence from W does not contain 0 (i.e. for a given p_s there exists a half iterate of v), then W W := W W ∪ W . Eventually the set WW is returned. 
III. 3. Comparison of procedures determining all half iterates
Before dealing with comparison of procedures determining all half iterates for any function α ∈ V ar(n), some procedures needed for testing the time of work of the procedures finding all half iterates are described. Procedure gen_rand_var(len,n) generates n random functions belonging to V ar(len). Procedure gen_rand_sq(len,n) generates n random functions from V ar(len) for which there exists a half iterate.
In the first column of Tabs. 2 and 3 the lengths of sequences of samples of 100 random sequences which have a half iterate are seen. In the second column of these tables numbers of procedures are presented:
. Average work times of these procedures for these samples are in the third and sixth columns of Tab. 2 and in the third and fifth columns of Tab. 3. Variances of the work time of these procedures are in the fourth and seventh columns of Tab. 2 and in the fourth and sixth columns of Tab. 3. Percentages of results which are the same as results of the procedure of reference sq_roots(v) for which this field in this column is blank we can see in the fifth and eighth columns of Tab. 2. Data from columns 3-5 of Tab. 2 and columns 3-4 of Tab. 3 concern variances generated by the procedure gen_rand_var(len, 100); however, data from columns 6-8 of Tab. 2 and columns 5-6 of Tab. 3 concern variances generated by the procedure gen_rand_sq(len, 100).
It can be seen in Tab. 2 that in each case all procedures return the same result as the procedure of reference -1. Note that the average work times of the first procedure sq_roots(v) are much longer than other procedures even for relatively short sequences. It is especially seen for sequences for which there does not exist a half iterate. Therefore, for sequences of length greater than 6 only the remaining procedures 2 -4 are compared. It can also be seen that the average work time of the fourth procedure sq_roots2(v) is the shortest in seven cases, namely for sequences generated by gen_rand_sq(len, 100) and len ∈ {4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13}, while average time of the second procedure sq_roots1(v,1) is the shortest in two cases: for sequences generated by gen_rand_sq(len, 100) and len ∈ {8, 14} and average time of the third procedure sq_roots1(v,2) is the shortest in two cases: for sequences generated by gen_rand_sq(len, 100) and len ∈ {6, 9}. We can also see that for len ∈ {12, 14} the average work times and variances of work times of these procedures working for sequences generated by gen_rand_sq(len, 100) are much longer than in others cases. It is consistent with the fact that some sequences may have more than 2 n−1 half iterates and others -only one half iterate. Therefore, the work times may differ very much, depending on numbers of half iterates quasi-randomly sequences of generated by procedure gen_rand_sq(len, 100).
IV. ALGORITHMS FINDING ONE HALF ITERATE IF IT EXISTS
Additional algorithms to finding one half iterate, if it exists, were invented for the sake of the long work time of procedures described in the previous section. Procedures from this section are based on similar ideas, therefore part of the auxiliary procedures used in these procedures is the same as in the previous section. Below only additional procedures which do not occur earlier are listed.
IV. 1. Additional auxiliary procedures
Procedure mp_s(L) works as the procedure mp(L) but it finds one adjustment. Let ind o be the last state of ind after exit from loop 'while' in these algorithms. Then the condition ok = f alse is satisfied at most
The number of cases when ok = true is not greater than
Either way in the most pessimistic case these algorithms are exponential time.
For a path p, for a subset P of a set of pendants, and for a list L of sets of paths, the procedure fp(p,P,L) finds the index k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, where n is the number of elements of L, and the path q such that if p [2] If α ∈ V ar(N ), then both algorithms fp(p, P, L) and fps(p, P, L) are in the most pessimistic case with time complexity O(N 2 ) and in the most optimistic case -O(1). The procedures part_sq_r1(P0,L,w) and part_sq_r2(P0,L,w) work similarly to the procedure part_sq_r(L,w) but for each path p found in a similar way as in the procedure part_sq_r these procedure additionally find paths according to the procedures fp and fps, respectively. If it is impossible to find paths which can belong to a square root in the same way, then these procedures activate the procedure part_sq_r(L,w). The idea behind these algorithms is based on the fact that each path belonging to a square root G(β) of G(α) for any α ∈ V ar(n) consists of two interspersed paths from G(α). In particular, if a path p from G(β) belongs to as_L(del_L(ppf sr(α))) and consists of paths belonging to distinct components from G(α) of the same type, then there exists other path q belonging to as_L(del_L(ppf sr(α))) such that q = p[2. The above algorithms prop_seqs(Ind), init_prop_seq(Ind, N) and next_prop_seq(Ind, N,ind) are in the most optimistic case with time complexity O(1) and in the most pessimistic case they are exponential time.
IV. 2. Procedures finding one half iterate
Each of the following procedures returns one half iterate if it exists and a zero-vector otherwise.
The procedure sq_root(v) invokes the procedure part_sq_r(L,w) for L = del_L(ppf sr(v)) and zero-vector w = [0, . . . , 0] of length the same as the length of vector v.
s q _ r o o t ( v ) n := |v| ; i n i t i a l i z e s e q u e n c e w o f l e n g t h n z e r o s ; L : = d e l _ L ( p p f s r ( v ) ) ; w_o : = p a r t _ s q _ r ( L , w) [ 1 ] ; r e t u r n w_o ;
The procedure sq_root1(v) has the most compact form. Apart from the procedures del_L(ppfsr(v)), it uses the procedure mp_s on the result of the former. If the result of mp_s does not contain 0, then a half iterate exists, otherwise it does not exist. The procedure sq_root2(v,opt) firstly determines as_L(del_L(ppfsr(v))) and writes down its result to the variable LL, w is initiated as zero-vector of length of vector v. If LL does not contain an empty list then the procedure creates list L_C in the following way: for any cycle p in v the procedure creates a set of indices j of lists from the list LL such that cycles of p and q := LL[j] [1] [1] have a common element, i.e. as(p, q) [1] is true; next, this set is added to the list L_C. If L_C contains the empty set then the half iterate of v does not exist. Otherwise, the procedure creates the set P _S in the following way: if opt = 1, then the procedure P _S := prop_seqs(L_C) is used and if opt = 2, then P _S := prop_seqs1(L_C, n_C), where n_C is the number of cycles in v. In the next steps for each vector p_s in P _S the procedure computes part_sq_r(LL[j], w), for each unique element j of vector p_s. If w • w = v the loop is interrupted. ; i f a s ( p , q ) [ 1 ] t h e n S := S ∪ {j} ; end i f end do ; add S a t t h e end o f L_C ; end do ; i f ∅ ∈ L_C t h e n e s r : = f a l s e e l s e i f o p t = 1 t h e n P_S : = p r o p _ s e q s ( L_C ) e l s e P_S : = p r o p _ s e q s 1 ( L_C , n_C ) end i f ; i f P _S = ∅ t h e n f o r p _ s i n P_S do i n i t i a l i z e s e q u e n c e w o f n z e r o s ; v _ j : = [ ] ; f o r i t o n_C do j : = p _ s [ i ] ; i f j / ∈ v_j t h e n add j a t t h e end o f v _ j ; r e s : = p a r t _ s q _ r ( LL [ j ] , w) ; i f r e s [ 2 ] t h e n w: = r e s [ 1 ] e l s e b r e a k end i f end i f end do ; i f w • w = v t h e n w_o : =w ; b r e a k end i f end do e l s e e s r : = f a l s e end i f end i f end i f ; r e t u r n w_o ; end p r o c
The procedure sq_root3(v,opt) works similarly to the procedure sq_root2(v,opt), but sq_root3 determines sequences by the procedures init_prop_seq(L_C, N ) and next_prop_seq(L_C, N, ind) which have the same properties as sequences in the set P _S, instead of creating the set P _S of all such sequences. Moreover, the procedure sq_root2 uses only the function part_sq_r, and the procedure sq_root3 uses this procedure only if opt = 1, otherwise if opt = 2 it uses the procedure part_sq_r1, otherwise it uses the procedure part_sq_r2. Investigated procedures were used for sequences for which there exist half iterates generated by the procedure gen_rand_sq(len, 100) for len ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. It can be seen that in each case sq_root(v) is faster than sq_root1(v) and sq_root2(v, 1) is slower than sq_root2(v, 2). Tab. 5 contains the same columns as the previous table, but it concerns data generated by the procedure gen_rand_var(len, 100) for len ∈ {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60}. It is seen that both means and variances of work times of examined procedures are much shorter than in the previous table, since sequences generated by gen_rand_var(len, 100) do not have to have a half iterate and examined algorithms are able to verify this quickly.
